Does mammographic density reflect the expression of breast cancer markers?
Mammographic density reflects variation in breast tissue composition as detected on mammogram. It is associated with a number of well-known breast cancer risk factors and itself is considered one of the strongest risk factors for breast cancer. If the expression of several proteins and genes within the breast tissue influences mammographic density in the same way as it influences breast cancer risk, then mammographic density might serve as an intermediate biomarker in future epidemiological studies on breast cancer. This has the potential to provide a quick means for predicting the effect of changes in the breast microenvironment on breast cancer risk without having to wait for an eventual development of breast cancer. In this review, the expression of several proteins and genes (growth factors, enzymes, proteoglycans and pro-inflammatory markers) within the breast tissue is shown to be associated with mammographic density. These proteins and genes are suspected to play a role in breast carcinogenesis. More studies assessing differential expression of proteins and genes in mammary epithelium and stroma and their association with mammographic density among premenopausal and postmenopausal women are required. Identification of proteins and genes influencing mammographic density may provide further insight on the molecular causes of breast cancer.